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Abstract

Due to its low viscosit5r and density, gas phase injected into porous media

leads to viscous fingering, gravity segregation and channelling. The ability of

foam to reduce gas mobility helps mitigate these problems by improving the

s\ ¡eep profile and increasing overall oil recovery. Although foam is believed to

be a promising means to improve oil recovery, accurate prediction of its
performance is hampered due to complicated foam rheologr in porous media.

Mechanisms of foam displacement in porous media are investigated by the

fractiona,l flow theory in this study, incorporating fully mechanistic foam

descriptions. During the change in total injection velocity by 8.15 times, the

shape of fractional flow curves changes signihcantly, which in turn affects

s\¡veep efficiency and pressure profile markedly. The analytical solutions are in

good agreement with recent mecha¡ristic foam simulations in terms of foam

texture, location of displacement front, saturation profile and pressure

distribution.

The fractiona,l flow theory with a new foam model in this study explains many

features of conventional foam-generation experiments successfully: a weak-

foam state at low injection velocity and a strong-foam state at high injection

velocity, the transition from weak-foam to strong-foam state with a stepwise

increase in injection velocity, the hysteresis associated with foam generation,

and the effect of foam quality on foam generation. It should also be noted that

the catastrophic nature of foam rheologr observed in recent experimental and

modelling studies are fully captured showing multiple solutions corresponding

to weak-, intermediate- and strong-foam states. Construction of a three-

dimensional surface of fractional flow curves makes it possible to analyze

complicated foam mecha¡risms more conveniently.

When applied to gas injection (i.e., fractional flow of water = 0), the method in

this study shows that there exist two possible solutions: one with an

immediate attainment of strong-foam state, exhibiting the water saturation

behind the shock front near the limiting water saturation; and the other a

weak-foam state with a long tail of spreading waves. Foam simulation shows

that the selection between the two solutions is determined by the value of a
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dynamic parameter, which describes how actively lamellae are created and

destroyed in porous media.
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Chapter I - Introduction

1. Introduction

Foam, an agglomeration of bubbles, is a colloidal dispersion in which a gas is

dispersed in a continuous surfactant-laden liquid phase [Bikerman, 1973;

Schramm, 19941. Once contained within tiny pores, its characteristics strongly

depend on the stability of thin liquid films called "lamellae" [Kovscek and

Radke, 1994; Rossen, 19961. Foams in porous media are used in near-wellbore

flow treatments such as foam-acid matrix stimulation and blocking of

unwanted phases [Cheng et al., 2OO2; Karn et al., 2OO3; Wassmuth et al.,

2OO4l, in shallow subsurface environmental remediation [Hirasaki et al., 1997;

Hirasaki et al., 2OOO1' Mamun et aL, 2OO2l and in field-scale enhanced oil

recovery (EOR) processes [Hirasaki et al., 1989; Patzek and Koinis, 1990;

Hanssen et al., 1994; Wang et al., 2OOI; Blaker et al., 2OO2l in order to control

the mobility of gas phase and overcome in-situ permeabilit5r variations.

Foam can be applied by simultaneously injecting gas and surfactant solution

or alternating gas with surfactant solution. Foam quality (fr), defrned as the

fraction of gas phase in the mixture (i.e., the volumetric flux of gas to the total

volumetric flux of gas and liquid), is an important design parameter in field

applications. In spite of decades of foam research, much of foam behaviour in
porous media still remains unresolved and requires understanding of complex

foam rheolory.

The fractional flow theory describes the physics of miscible and immiscible

displacements in porous media, in which the governing hyperbolic partial

differential equations are solved analytically by a mathematical technique

called the method of characteristics. The fractional flow curves constructed

theoretically by plotting water fractional flow (f*) in y-axis and water saturation

(S*) in x-axis, were first presented and solved by Buckley and Leverett [1941].
Since then, a number of studies have further developed the theory to account

for a wide range of applications in secondary and tertiary oil recovery [Dake,

1978; Pope, 1980; Rossen et aL, 1995; Zeilinger, 19961. Fractional flow

solutions for foam applications have been presented by Rossen and Z}:ou

[1995] in which a mobility reduction factor is, for simplicity, assumed to

represent foam mechanisms. Although the fractional flow theory requires

simpli$ring assumptions such as one-dimensional displacement, Newtonian

viscosity, no viscous fingering, no capillary-pressure gradients, no physical

dispersion, incompressible phases and immediate attainment of local steady
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state, many of the assumptions can be relaxed to some extent and therefore

the solutions are still able to capture complex displacement mechanisms.

Details on the validity of fractional flow solutions are available elsewhere

[Dake, 1978; Lake, 1989; Rossen et al., 1999]. Different Wpes of gas phases

have been applied in many different laboratory and field studies including

hydrocarbon gases, air, nitrogen (Nz) and carbon dioxide (COz).

This study, for the first time, presents how to apply fractional flow method to

the case of foams in a wide range of injection velocities, reproducing the trends

of recent experimental studies, including foam catastrophe and three different

foam states (weak-, intermediate-, and strong-foam state) [Gauglitz et al.,

2OO2; Kam and Rossen, 2OO3l. Complex foam behaviour in porous media

predicted by the fractional flow solutions introduced in this study is validated

by the recently developed foam-simulation technique [Kam et al., 2OO4]. A

mathematical model incorporating mechanistic equations of foam physics in

porous media fully accounts for the nonlinear relationship between the

injection rate and pressure gradient, resulting from the interplay between the

rates of lamella creation and coalescence.

This study is a necessarJ¡ step towards reliable predictions for foam

applications in constant-pressure or constant-rate gas injection, surfactant-

alternating-gas (SAG) process, and foam injection at very dry conditions.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review

2. Literature Review

The rheological properties of foam in porous media are complicated in that the

number of lamellae present governs the flow characteristics, including

viscosit5r, relative permeability, yield stress, fluid distribution, and interactions

between fluids. "Foam texture", defined as the number of lamellae per unit

volume, is used to quanti$r the bubble population. Although foam texture is of

prime importance in foam rheologr, there are currently no reliable

experimental techniques to measure it directly. Rather, it is a common

practice to infer foam texture indirectly from the pressure profile or apparent

gas viscosity data. This chapter provides a summary of key concepts and

recent developments in foam research followed by the objectives of this study.

2.L. Weak foam vs. strong foam

Experiments at steady gas and liquid injection show that there are two foam

states in porous media: coarsely textured foam (or a small number of lamellae

with a large bubble size) is referred to as "weak foam" because it provides a

moderate reduction in gas mobility; whereas hnely textured foam (or a large

number of lamellae with a small bubble size) is referred to as "strong foam"

because it reduces gas mobility remarkably. Fig. 2-1 schematically compares

conventional gas-water flow, weak foam, and strong foam. The presence of

lamellae tends to divert the flow of wetting phase to smaller pores. As a result,

water saturation (S",) is markedly lower with strong foam than with

conventional gas-liquid flow. It should be noted that a region called "Plateau

border", in which the majorit5r of water accumulates, is formed once a lamella

touches a solid surface as shown in Fig. 2- 1.

2.2. Mechanisms of lamella coalescence and creation

For accurate prediction of foam behaviour in porous media, one needs to keep

track of mechanisms of lamella creation and coalescence in a mechanistic

m¿rnner. These pore-level events a¡e described in the following sections.

3
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Fig. 2-L. Comparison between conventional gas-llquid
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media.
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2.2.L. Lamella coalescence

Lamellae can be destroyed by many different factors such as capillary force,

gas diffusion, liquid evaporation/condensation, presence of destabllizing

phases and mechanical disturbance [Bikerman, 1973; Chambers and Radke,

L99l; Nguyen et al., 20001. The first two have major impacts on foam in

porous media as further explained below.

2.2. 1. 1. Capitlary pressure

Capillary suction coalescence is widely believed to be the principal mechanism

of foam destruction [Derjaguin and Obukhov, 1936; Khatib et al., 1988;

Jiménez and Radke, 1989; Chambers and Radke, 19911. Lamella coalescence

is a consequence of film instability predicted by thermodynamics, implying

that a system moves towards minimizing its free eners¡ by reducing interfacial

area between different phases [Bikerman, 1973]. Higher capillary pressure (P")

induces water to be imbibed from the film to the Plateau border, eventually

causing the film to rupture. Once surfactant molecules are present at the gas-

liquid interface, disjoining pressure slows down film drainage and thus foam

can survive for a relatively long time [Khatib et al., 1988; Aronson et al., 7994;

Rossen andZ}:olu,1995l.

The relation between disjoining pressure and film thickness is shown in Fig. 2-

2. A film cannot sustain if its thickness (h) goes below the critical thickness,

h.. When the film is relatively thick (h t h.), the repulsive forces between

surfactant molecules is dominant, providing film stability. As the film becomes

thinner (h approaching h.), disjoining pressure increases monotonically until

the thickness reaches the critical thickness (h') at which disjoining pressure is

at its maximum (P".). The film collapses when h becomes less than h..

Khatib et al. [1988], among many, show that foam stability within porous

media is strongly affected by capillary pressure (PJ based on multiphase flow

experiments in beadpacks, finding an abrupt transition from strong foam to

weak foam near a specific value of capillary pressure above which lamella

cannot sustain. This value of P" is called the limiting capillary pressure or P"".

Since capillary pressure is related to water saturation in porous media, there

is a water saturation that corresponds to P"., called limiting water saturation

(S*.).

5
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Fig. 2-3 shows a schematic of a lamella in motion along complicated pore

geometry. The lamella stretches at pore bodies and squeezes at pore throats

repeatedly as it travels. The thickness of the film also becomes thin and thick

accordingly. The amount of surrounding liquid and the rate of liquid transport

between the film and Plateau border are vital to lamella stability [Jiménez and

Radke, 19891. This implies that a lamella in dynamic motion tends to be less

stable than that in a static condition.

6
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function of lamella thlckness (following DerJaguin and
Obukhov, 19361.
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Ftg. 2-3. Schematlc of a movlng lamella epproaching coalescence
ln a typical pore structure (following Jlménez and Radke, 1989f.
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2.2.1.2. Gas diffusion

Fig. 2-4 shows the role of diffusion on foam texture. When bubbles of different

sizes are placed close to one anotherinbulk foarnlcf.,Fig.2-4(a)1, the mass of

gas in smaller bubbles is transported into larger bubbles by diffusion. The rate

of this transport is governed primarily by the curyature of the bubbles (or,

capillary pressure). As diffusion ta-kes place, smaller bubbles shrink more

rapidly and finally gas and liquid phases become segregated [Bikerman, 7973;

Chambers and Radke, 19911. When trapped in porous media, bubbles merge

by diffusion as in the case of bulk foam. Due to geometric constraints,

however, diffusion comes to an end when individual bubbles become roughly

as big as pore size a¡rd thus the interface }:as zero curyature [cl, Fig. 2-4(bll.

For modelling purposes, one can use the concept of minimum bubble size (or

maximum foam texture (ne*) equivalentþ) to account for this effect.

2.2.2. Lamella creation

Many studies have identified three principal mechanisms of in-situ lamella

creation [Ransohoff and Radke, 1988; Rossen, 1996; Hirasaki et al., 19971:

lamellae can be left behind during a drainage process ("leave behind"

mechanism); a non-wetting gas phase can be snapped off when P" fluctuates

sufficiently ("snap-off' mechanism); and a pre-existing lamella can first be

mobilized by the pressure gradient (Vp) and subsequently divided into many at

the pore junctions downstream ("lamella mobilization and division"

mechanism). Recent studies suggest that "lamella mobilization and division"

should be the main lamella-creation mechanism during steady gas-liquid flow

[Gauglitz et aL, 2OO2; Kam and Rossen, 2003; TanziI, 2OOll. More detailed

reviews on these mechanisms are explained below.

2.2.2.1. Leaue-behind

Upon the invasion of non-wetting gas phase, lamellae can be left behind as the

fingers of gas phase grow downstream. The lamellae remain stable as long as

the capillary pressure of the system kept is low (i.e., sufficient wetting phase

liquid is present). Fig. 2-5 shows lamellae created by leave-behind, usually

thick and oriented parallel to the direction of flow. The gas phase is

continuous, resulting in weak foam with a modest reduction in gas mobility.

9
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(a)

Liquid Gas
bubble

(b)

Fig. 2-4. Schematic of bubbles merglng as a result of
diffusion: (a) diffusion in bulk foam and (bf diffuslon in
porous media.

Gas

Gas GasGasGas
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Fig. 2-5. Lamellae created by "leave-behind"
mechanlsm during drainage process.
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Pore
Throat
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2.2.2.2. Snap-off

Snap-off is a mechanism that may create a large number of lamella effectively

[Kovscek and Radke, 1994]. Snap-off takes place when capillary pressure

fluctuates significantly. Repetitive snap-off mechanism as shown in Fig. 2-6,

sometimes called "Roof'snap-off, has been widely employed in foam modelling

due to its simplicity [FaXs et al., 1988; Kovscek et al., 1995; Bertin et al.,

19981. In this mechanism, the capillary pressure (PJ must be higher than the

capillary entry pressure (P".) for gas to invade a pore throat, but then fall

below the capillary pressure for snap-off (P"""¡. P""' i" known to be dependent

on pore geometry. For example, for a pore structure with a circular cross-

sectional area, P."' is roughly equal to Yz P"". Detailed discussion on snap-off

mechanism can be found elsewhere [Schramm, 19941.

2.2.2.3. Lamella mobilization and diuision

Fig. 2-7 explatns lamella mobilization and division mechanism. When a

moving bubble encounters a point where flow branches in two directions, the

bubble may break or divide into two separate bubbles. Because successful

division can lead to a large number of lamellae rapidly, lamella mobilization

and division is a,lso believed to create strong foam that exhibits a drastic

decrease in gas mobility.

2.2.3. Slgnifïcance of lamella creation mechanism

Although many mechanistic foam models use the concept of Roof snap-off to

describe in-situ lamella creation, Rossen [2OOO] argues that this mechanism is

irrelevant to foam modelling in porous media and thus can be misleading

because a singly constricted tube is not a true representation of pore shape in
porous rocks. Rossen [2000] proposes the use of a doubly constricted tube

with two pore throats instead, i.e., a tube with finite downstream volume. His

experiment shows that once the pore body is entirely occupied by bubbles and

gas begins to move towards the downstream throat, the process of repeated

snap-off ceases. Hence, snap-off cannot explain lamella creation in steady gas

and liquid flow.

l2
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Alternately, many recent studies on foam in porous media consider lamella

mobilization a-nd division to be the main mechanism of lamella creation

[Rossen and Gauglitz, 7990; Tanzil et al.,2OO2; Gauglitz et al., 2OO2; Kam and

Rossen, 20031. This study follows lamella mobilization and division as the

main lamella-creation mechanism.

2.3. Foam generation in porous media

"Foam generation" is defined as the state at which the rate of lamella creation

greatly exceeds the rate of lamella destruction [Falls et al., 1988; Kovscek and

Radke, 19941. A number of experiments indicate the presence of a pressure

gradient (Vp) or injection velocity above which weak foam is suddenly

converted into strong foam [Ransohoff a¡rd Radke, 1988; Rossen and Gauglitz,

I99O; Friedmann et al., 1991:' Tanzil,20O1l. This sudden change accompanied

by a drastic reduction in gas mobility is referred to as foam generation.

Estimating the onset of foam generation has been a challenge in foam

research. Falls eú ø1. [1988] conducted experiments on both homogeneous and

heterogeneous beadpacks. Their experiments show that a sudden increase in

permeability in the flow direction causes liquid to accumulate and snap-off to

occur. Ransohoff and Radke [1988] injected gas at constant, predetermined

flow rates into an initially liquid saturated beadpack. Efforts were made to find

a relationship between foam generation and a dimensionless capillary number

(NJ given by:

p ULR
(2-r)

okk rnw

N" = cnw

where Fnw is the viscosity of the non-wetting (gas) phase, u is the total

superficial velocit5r, L is the length of the experimental core, Rg is the grain

radius in the core, o is the gas-liquid surface tension, k is the absolute

permeability, and k'''* is the relative permeability of the gas phase. Their

experiments show that when the capillary number goes above a critical

capillary number (N".), the relative permeability to the gas phase dramatically

decreases. Following Roof snap-off, they proposed the existence of
15
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"germination sites" at which lamellae can be repeatedly created, eventually

leading to fine-textured strong foam or foam generation.

Friedmann et al.ll991l injected gas and brine into a core at low velocity. The

brine was then replaced by surfactant solution at the s¿¡.me low rate with no

signihcant increase in pressure drop. Injection velocities were then raised in

steps at fixed foam quality. They reported a minimum velocity for strong foam

generation. Baghdikian and Handy [1991] conducted experiments at fixed flow

rates and noticed a threshold value of pressure drop (Ap) for foam generation.

An interesting fact observed by Shi [996] was that once foam generation

occurs at fixed foam quality, it is possible to maintain strong-foam state even

below the flowrate at which foam generation was initiated. This type of

hysteresis also appears in Kibodeaux and Rossen ll997l.

Chou [1991] investigated Nz and COz foam generation in Berea cores under

various pressure gradients, surfactant formulations, foam qualities, flow rates

and core lengths. No abrupt change in pressure gradient was observed even at

the onset of foam generation. He also found that formation of strong foam

depends on the initial saturation of the core, which is consistent with other

foam experiments with Nz [Friedmann and Jensen, 1986; Rossen and

Gauglitz, 1990; Kovscek and Radke, 19941.

Rossen and Gauglitz lI99Ol proposed a model based on percolation theory for

foam generation triggered by lamella mobilization and division. According to

their theory, the number of lamellae awaiting mobilization within the porous

medium depends on the capillary pressure which is affected by water

fractional flow (f*) and water saturation (S*). Their study shows that there is a

minimum pressure gradient (Vp'ni") required to mobilize the lamellae during

steady flow of gas and liquid.

Tanzil [20O1] attempted to fit experiments using a capillary number (N.r) given

by:

_ Lp, k
N"t (2-2)

o û

where Åpr. is the pressure drop measured over the system length, o is the gas-

liquid surface tension, k is the absolute permeability, and $ is the porosity. In
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his study, foam generation occurred at a critical capillary number (Nir). In

contrast to Ra¡rsohoff and Radke [1988], however, Tanzil's [2001] capillary

number was based on lamella mobilization and induced by pressure gradient.

In the extension of this work, Tanzil et al. l2OO2l suggested the use of a critical

normalized pressure gradient (N.yp) for steady gas and liquid injection and a

critical normalized pressure drop (N-¡o) for transient displacement.

2.4. Two steady-state strong foam regimes

Osterloh and Jante lI992l first found two remarkably different flow patterns

once strong foams are achieved in sandpacks. Other studies also confirmed

the s€une behaviour in a wide range of permeabilities, surfactant

concentrations a¡d formulations, different types of gas phase and

temperatures [Alvarez et al., 2OOI; Mamun et al., 2OO2; Karn et al., 2O03]. Fig.

2-8 shows one example from Alvatez et al.'s [2001] study in which the steady-

state Vp ïvas measured during co-injection of Nz and surfactant solution. Fig.

2-8 clearly shows two different flow regimes: a high-quality regime (i.e., upper-

left portion of the frgure) in which the steady-state pressure gradient is nearly

independent of gas flow rate u, and a low-quality regime (i.e., lower-right

portion of the figure) in which the pressure gradient is almost independent of

liquid flow rate u*. Accounting for the fact that any straight line drawn from

the origin in Fig. 2-8 represents a fixed foam quality, there is a value of fr,

called "fg*", that divides this domain into two flow regimes. Previous studies

found that the two regimes are governed by different mechanisms: the high-

quality regime by bubble coalescence near the limiting capillary pressure (P".)

and the low-quality regime by bubble trapping and mobilization [Khatib et al.,

1988; Rossen and Wang, 1999; PJvatez et a1.,20011. It is believed that bubble

size in the low-quality regime is kept roughly the same as pore size a¡rd thus

foam texture (nr) is almost fixed at its maximum (nf'*).

2.5. Previous modelling efforts

Most models on foam generation and propagation can be grouped under the

following categories: percolation-based pore network models, empirical models,

population balance models, and fractional flow models.
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2. 5. 1. Pore netuork models

Percolation theory describes the behavior of connected clusters in a random

domain. In relation to porous media, percolation theory concerns the

movement and filtering of fluids through porous materials. Existing literature

lists models such as capillary bundle, Bethe tree, cubic and square lattices as

commonly used network topologies [Rossen and Gauglitz, 199O; Chou, 1990;

Kharabaf and Yortsos, 1996; Chen et al., 2OO4l.

Chou [1990] developed a statistical network model containing pore throat and

pore body size distribution functions representative of the pore geometry. The

theory was based on the assumption that lamellae may break and re-form,

and that lamellae are generated only in those pores in which the body to

throat ratio is above some critical value for snap-off to occur.

Rossen and Gauglitz ll990l developed a percolation theory based model that
indicates a minimum pressure gradient or injection rate required to generate

foam. Rossen and Wang's model ll997l captures foam behaviour within the

low-quality strong-foam regime in foam-assisted acid-diversion processes.

While models for high-quality regime are based on the feedback mechanism

near the limiting capillary pressure, this model assumes that bubble size is

fixed and independent of liquid and gas flowrates in the low-quality strong-

foam regime as indirectly evidenced by Alvarez et al.l20}ll.

Kharabaf and Yortsos's model [1996] is based on snap-off mechanism for

initial bubble creation and determines a minimum pressure gradient required

to mobilize the lamella. Snap-off probability and pore size distributions are

also taken into consideration. They claimed that their pore network model for

the first time simulates a dynamic invasion process.

Although network models can replicate pore-level behaviour, the

computational time required is quite large. In addition, the results obtained

are restricted due to the simpliffing assumptions. The ability of network

models to simulate transient displacement foam behaviour, which depends on

a number of factors such as liquid saturation, foam quality and surfactant

concentration, is debatable.
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2. 5. 2. Empirical models

In empirical modelling, steady-state foam mobility, usually measured from

core flood experiments, is accounted for within a range of surfactant

concentrations, flow rates and permeabilities by using a number of
mathematical correlations. Such correlations are incorporated into gas

viscosit5r or gas relative permeability.

Mahmood et al. [1986] formulated a semi-analytical model to predict the

recovery and pressure response during the flow of gas and surfactant solution.

To accommodate change in flow behaviour in the presence of foam, they used

an average va,lue of gas mobility based on experimental observations. Marfoe

and Kazemi [1987] developed a one-dimensional simulator for two-phase flow

based on continuit5r equations. The modification for foam flow was made by
increasing gas viscosity. The expression for gas viscosity included the effect of
surfactant concentration, interstitial gas velocit5r, and water available for
foaming. Fisher et al. [1990] developed two- and three-phase foam mobility
models based on Khatib et aI. [1988], explaning foam behaviour nea¡ the

limiting capillary pressure. They expressed foam mobility in terms of critical
relative mobilities, functions of gas velocity and surfactant concentration, and

fractional flow of water. Experimental results for two-phase corefloods were in
good agreement with modelling results.

An alternative method to describe flow behaviour in the presence of foam is

the concept of "resistance factor" as defined by Chou [1991]. Resistance factor

is defined as the ratio of the pressure drops, one with foam present and the

other with no foam (i.e., conventional gas and liquid flow), at the same

injection rate and foam quality. chang and Grigg [1996] calculated gas

mobility in the presence of foam based on resistance factor data at a given

surfactant formulation. Their model was built to accommodate a moderate

amount of oil saturation.

The major drawback of empirical models is that they are not generic in nature.

As a result, the dynamics of foam displacement in porous media cannot be

implemented comprehensively. This is explained in further detail in the next
section.
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2.5.3. Population balance models

The population balance model is the most comprehensive tool to depict

d5rnamic foam mechanisms. It tracks changes in foam mobility through a

series of mathematical equations to update foam texture as a function of

dynamics of in-situ lamella creation and coalescence. The conditions at the

inlet and outlet are specified as boundary conditions and the initial saturation

in the core is reflected as ¿rn initial condition for a series of partial differential

equations. Compared to conventional two-phase simulations, foam simulation

is more complex because of the interplay between lamella creation and

destruction, foam viscosity, foam texture, trapped gas saturation, and gas

yield stress, which should be updated at each time step. Most researchers

believe foam texture to be the most crucial parameter in mechanistic foam

simulation.

Different versions of the population balance model are available in literature.

Falls eú at. [19SS] proposed a population balance for lamella creation based on

a critical capillary pressure for snap-off. Results show that the occurrence of

liquid accumulation causes snap-off when the permeability increases in the

flow direction. Lamella destruction is unaccounted for in Falls et al. ll988l.
Chang et al. [1990] include snap-off, lamella mobilization and leave-behind in

their model. Snap-off or mobilization and division occurs above a critical gas

velocity only. The lamella-destruction rate is based on the limiting capillary

pressure. Friedmann et al. 11991] set the rate of lamella creation at zero below

the critical velocity and, once the critical velocity was achieved, the rate was

independent of velocity. The rate of lamella coalescence is proportional to the

number of bubbles and also affected by surfactant formulation. Their model

predictions for gas saturation and pressure drop agree well with experimental

data. Based on the experimental work of Kovscek and Radke ll994l, Kovscek

et al.'s [1995] study with snap-off mechanism derives an expression for the net

rate of foam generation as a function of liquid and gas interstitial velocities.

The velocities in turn are dependent on the local liquid and gas saturations

and the local pressure gradient. Similar to Chang et al. [1990], foam

destruction is driven by the concept of limiting capillary pressure.

Although the population balance model provides the framework for foam

modeling and simulation, different foam mechanisms are available in

literature. This aspect is explained in detail later in this chapter.
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2. 5. 4. Fractional flou models

The fractional-flow theory is used to describe the movement of miscible and

immiscible fluids in a reservoir. Mathematical solutions to the fractional flow

cllrves, termed the method of characteristics, were first provided by Buckley

and Leverett [1941]. Since then, many studies have applied this concept to a

wide range of applications [Pope, 1980; Lake, 1989; Rossen et al., 1995;

Zetlinger, 19961. Recently, Z}:ou and Rossen [1995] have extended this theory

to foam displacements with some simpliSring assumptions. These include one-

dimensional displacement; Newtonian mobilities; absence of viscous fingering,

capillary-pressure gradients and physical dispersion; incompressible phases

and immediate attainment of local steady state.

In the fractional flow theory, a wave diagram can be constructed from the

fractional flow curve (ie., f1¡, vs. Sç'), along with the initial and injection

conditions to describe the displacement process. The results can be visualized

in terms of saturation profile, effluent history, and time-distance diagram to

keep track of shock and spreading waves. The slope at any saturation on the

fractional flow curve represents the dimensionless velocity of the wave at that

particular saturation. Initially, the saturation waves move with velocities equal

to the slope (df*/ds*) on the curve at a particular value of S-. However,

discontinuities in saturation, called shock fronts, occur when the rearward

waves of higher velocities overtake the forward waves of lower velocities [Lake,

19891. Graphically, a shock occurs when the slope (dfu/ds*) of the fractional

flow curve does not increase monotonically from the injection condition 'J'to
the initial condition'I'.

2.6. Recent developments in foam research

Historically, the majority of the coreflood experiments for foams in porous

media have been conducted by changing total injection rate at fixed foam

quality. Gauglitz et al. I2OO2\ performed two other types of experiments to

study foam generation in porous media: at"fixed Vp and ftxed fr", and at "fixed

Vp and fixed u*". Their results, summarized by a three-dimensional (3D)

surface of Vp in z-axis and u* and ug in x and y- Ð(es respectively as shown in

Fig. 2-9, clearþ indicates three distinct foam states: a weak-foam state at low

Yp (í.e., the lower surface of Fig. 2-8), a strong-foam state at high Vp (i.e., the
22
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upper surface of Fig. 2-8) and an unstable intermediate foam state in between.

The 3D surface implies that foam rheologr in porous media, similar to

catastrophe theory [Poston and Stewart, l97$l, is a multi-valued problem

when uw and us are fixed but a single-valued problem when Vp is fixed.

Discovery of the intermediate state at fixed Vp also explains the hysteresis

observed in a number of foam-generation studies [Shi, 1996; Kibodeaux and

Rossen, 19971.

As an extension of Gauglitz et al.'s [2OO2] work, Kam and Rossen [2003]

developed a new mathematical model based on "lamella mobilization and

division". Although their work borrows from previous population balance

models, it uses a lamella-creation mechanism that is a simple function of Vp.

As shown in Fig. 2-IO, Kam and Rossen [2003] a¡e able to predict the three

foam states observed in Gauglitz et al.'s [2002] study. Furthermore, the model

also reproduces the two steady-state strong-foam regimes: the high-quality

regime (in which Vp is independent of gas flow rate) and the low-quality regime

(in which Vp is independent of liquid flow rate).

Karn et al. Í2OO4l incorporated Kam and Rossen's model [2003] into the

framework of conventional gas-liquid two-phase simulation. Their study shows

that foam simulation with Vp-induced lamella creation mechanism

successfully fits typical coreflood experiments. It also proves that the

intermediate foam state, conjectured to be obtainable only in Vp-fixed

experiments, is intrinsically unstable in fixed rate experiments. Simulation

results show good agreement with foam catastrophe suggested by Gauglítz et

al.l2oo2l.
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Fig. 2-9. Three-dlmenslonal foam generation surface
conJectured by Gauglitz et a.l. l2o,or2lz the surface folds
back and forth from weak-foam state to intermediate
state, and eventually to strong-foam state at htgh
pressure gradient.
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Ftg. 2-1O. Kam and Rossen's model [2OOgl flt to Gauglltz eú
ø,l.'sl20l0l2l experlmental data at fixed Vp and foam qúaHty.
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2.7. Obiectives of this study

It should be emphasizedt}rat the model in Kam and Rossen [2003] andKam et

al. l2OOal is the only population balance model that can predict the 3D surface

of foam generation and the two steady-state strong-foam regimes. Following

recent studies of Gauglitz et al.l2OO2l, Kam and Rossen [2003], andKatn et al.

l2OO4l, this study aims to understand the mechanisms of foam displacement

in porous media. By accounting for lamella mobilization and division induced

by pressure gradient, this study fully accounts for the nonlinear relationship

between the injection rate and pressure gradient, resulting from the interplay

between the rates of lamella creation and coalescence. The results are

compared with the catastrophic nature of foam rheologr in porous media

including three different foam states and the onset of foam generation (cl, Fig.

2-9). More specifically, this study has the following objectives:

1. In line with the recent findings that "lamella mobilization and division" is

the main mechanism of lamella creation, incorporate a new lamella-creation

function that accounts for the pressure gradient for lamella mobilization

into the framework of fractional flow theory and observe how three different

foam states (weak-, intermediate- and strong-foam states) are delineated in

the domain of f* vs. S* over a wide range of injection velocities.

2. The degree of gas-mobility reduction in the presence of foam is not

independent of injection velocity. The change in injection velocity results in

the change in gas viscositSr, pressure gradient, foam texture and water

saturation, which subsequently alters the rates of lamella creation and

coalescence. Visualize these complicated velocity-dependent fractional flow

curves in a 3D domain (f* and S* in x and y-axes and ut in z axis) to

capture how the nonlinea¡ kinetics could affect fractional flow curves when

the injection rate is va¡ied.

3. Solve the new fractional flow curves with the method of characteristics and

compare the results with relevant simulation studies in literature.

Understand the significance of multi-valued foam-generation surface within

the context of Buckley-Leverett solutions for immiscible displacements. Also

evaluate the roles of fractional flow solutions as a mathematically robust
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guide to the simulation studies of complicated displacement problems in

porous media.
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3. Methodology

For conventional gas-water two-phase flow, the fractional flow of water (f*) is

defrned by

-f* -u* - u,
llt us+uw (3-1)

where f* is the fractional flow of liquid phase, u* and us are the volumetric

fluxes of liquid and gas phases respectively, and ut is total volumetric flux. For

horizontal displacements with negligible capillary-pressure gradients, Eq. (3-1)

becomes

1l*
t* 4-L"

k* lt,
(3-21

where ¡r* and ps are the viscosities of liquid and gas and k* and k.g the relative

permeabilities to liquid and gas phases respectively.

We use Corey-type relative permeabilit5r functions in which the coefficients and

exponents are derived from data in Collins (196Il, i.e.,

't
1.9575

k* =0.788
Sr - S,"

1 - ^tr" -,S",

(3-3)

and

I - ,S, -,Ss,
2.2868

k,c =
(3-4)

1-,Sr. - ^ts.

where S*. is connate water saturation and So is residual gas saturation.

Both gas viscosity and gas relative-permeability function can be affected

signifrcantly by the presence of foam, whereas liquid relative-permeability

function is unaffected by foam [Friedmann et al., 1991; Bernard et al., 1965;

Sanchez et al., 19891. For the mechanistic description of in-situ lamella

creation, we follow the expression of Ka;rt et al. l2OO4l, a modified version of
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Kam and Rossen [2003], accounting for the pressure gradient (Vp) and water

saturation (S*) as follows:

tr crS*FP)^ (3-s)

where r* is the rate of lamella creation, Cu and m are the model parameters

and Vp is the pressure gradient. Note that Eq. (3-5) is in line with the theory of

"lamella mobilization and division" [Rossen and Gauglitz, 1990; Kam and

Rossen, 20031. On the other hand, foam coalescence is governed by %" or Sw.,

i.e.,

," =c"n r(-- 
l-)' 

, if s* ) sn * (3-6)'" 
: -"''[s, _sl ) 'if s* > s*

where r" is the rate of lamella coalescence and nr the number of lamellae per

unit volume of gas, and C" and n model parameters. Note that r" goes to

infrnity as S* approaches S*..

The interplay between lamella creation and coalescence determines the

number of lamellae and hence governs the foam texture. By equating Eqs. (3-

5) and (3-6), foam texture (nr) at local steady state becomes

(3-7)

Once S* ( S*. , no lamellae can survive due to the lack of aqueous phase.

Thus, flr = 0.

For gas viscosity in the presence of foam (F 1, we use the shear-thinning

effective viscosit5r suggested by Hirasaki and Lawson [1985], that is,

" , 
:(})r^s* - ^s; )' s, (vp)' , ir s* 2 s*.

(3-8)
ppI

where pro is gas viscosit5r in the absence of foam and Cr is a model parameter

accounting for gas viscosity in the presence of foam.
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Darcy's law describes the flow of liquid artd gas phases as

kk*Yp

þ,,
and

kk,r! Yp
u-

u
(3-e)

(3-10)

(3-11)

w

Ips

where k is absolute permeability, and krur and p*r the relative permeability and

viscosity of gas phase in the presence of foam, respectively.

Since gas relative permeability and gas viscosity are often inseparable in the

presence of foam, we include all foam effects, for simplicit5r, in the gas-

viscositSr term, i.e.,

kk,g" Yp
u

Tps

where k.*o is gas relative permeability in the absence of foam. In local steady-

state modelling, one can determine ¡ry' and u, simultaneously solving Eqs. (3-8)

and (3-1O) and construct foam fractional curves using Eq. (3-2).

This foam model offers a successful fit to the three foam states (weak,

intermediate and strong) and the two steady-state strong-foam regimes (low-

quality and high-quality) observed in laboratory experiments lAlvatez et al.,

2OOl; Gauglitz et al., 2OO2l. To comply with the fractional flow theory, we

assume incompressible phases, immediate attainment of local steady state,

and negligible capillary pressure gradient.

Algorithms for the construction of fractional flow curves are described in

Appendix A with detailed explanations on the construction of saturation

profile, effluent history, and time-distance diagram. An example of an Excel

subroutine for the calculation of foam viscosity (t rt) and local superficial gas

velocity (u*) is given in Appendix B.

In one-dimensional d5mamic foam simulations, two hyperbolic partial

differential equations should be solved simultaneously: one, a mass balance
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for either gas or liquid phase; and the other, bubble population balance for

foam texture [Falls et al., 1988; Friedmann et al., I99L; Kovscek et al., 1995;

Bertin et al., 1998; Ka:'n et al.,2OO4f, i.e.,

A.S. ôu,
ó-j+-^ =0, i=water,gasÒt dx

and

(3-12)

ø fi(s,,,)* fi{,,",) = n = 6,þ, -,") (3-13)

where, t and x are time and space respectively. More details on foam

simulation with Vp-dependent lamella-creation mechanism can be found in

Katn et al.l2}Oal. For foam simulation during gas injection in this study, Kam

et al.'s [2OO4] simulation technique was further developed to obtain better

numerical convergence and stability.
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4. Results and Discussions

Once constructed, a fractional flow curve can be solved with given initial and

injection conditions. In all cases studied (otherwise noted), the initial condition

is a porous medium fully saturated with surfactant solution (S* = 1) and the

injection condition is co-injection of gas and surfactant solution at fixed ut

keeping fe= O.72 (or f* = O.28 equivalently). This particular set of initial and

injection conditions allows comparisons between the analytical solutions in

this study and the simulation results available in Kam et al. l2OO4l. Model

parameters are as follows: k = 3O ph2, S*. = 0.0585, p* = O.00 1 Pa's, ¡rr =

0.00002 Pa's,$=0.31, S*.= 0.O4, Ss. = 0, Ce = 15548.8, C"= O.1, m = 2.4,n=
O.28 and Cr = 1 x 1016 and nf"* = $x lQts ¡¡-e.

Fig. 4-1 shows the fractional flow curve for gas-water flow in the absence of

foam constructed from Eqs. (3-2), (3-3) and (3-41. "Y and "J" represent the

initial and injection conditions. The slope at any saturation on the f--S* curve

(i.e., df*/dS*) represents the dimensionless velocity of a wave at that particular

saturation. Discontinuity in S* (or, a shock) occurs when the rearward waves

of higher velocities overtake the forward waves of lower velocities [Lake, 1989].

As a result, the velocity should always increase monotonically from *J" to 'I".

As graphically demonstrated in Fig. 4-1, there is a shock from "I (S*r, f*r)" to

shock front "(S*r, f*r)" followed by spreading waves to "J (S-u, f*.r)".

Fig. 4-2 shows the solutions to the fractiona-l flow curve (cl, Fig. 4-1) in terms

of water saturation and pressure profile. Fig. 4-2a shows that there is a

discontinuity in S* at the leading edge of the gas bank which is followed by

gradual reduction (or, spreading waves) in S* until S* reaches S*¡.

Corresponding pressure profile is shown in Fig. 4-2b, calculated by Darcy's

equations given in Eqs. (3-9) and (3-10).

Fig. 4-3 shows the case of simultaneous injection of gas and surfactant

solution at u.t = I.O2 ftlday. At this low ut, the fractional flow curve is

analogous to that of gas-water flow (cl, Fig. 4-1) except for the isolated loop at

low S* (í.e., tlne dotted line with circular symbols). This means that, for the

case shown in Fig. 4-3, the injection condition of 0.35 a f* < 0.89 has triple

solutions: the lowest S* for strong foam (left-hand side of the loop), the highest

S* for weak foam, and S- in between for foams in the intermediate state (right-
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hand side of the loop). Once the maximum foam texture nrrnil is incorporated

into the model, the entire loop at low S* vanishes and is replaced by a new

path (i.e., the solid line with triangular symbols next to the loop in Fig. 4-3).

This implies that the solutions represented by the loop are wholly imaginary

and, if strong foam ever exists, it should be at its minimum bubble size

[Rossen and Wang, 1999; Alvarez et al.,2OO1]. Injected foam quality of fg =

O.72 (cf., dashed line in horizontal direction in Fig. 4-3) provides the location of

"J" which, in this case, falls on weak-foam state. Similar to the case of gas-

water displacement(cf., Fig.4-1), a shock and spreadingwaves from "I" to "J"

are observed
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Fig. 4-2. Solution to the gas-wates fractional flow cunre (c¡[.,
Fig. 4-1f: (al Saturation profile and (bf Pressure profïle (to
represents dimensionless time ln the unit of pore volume
inJectedf .
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Ftg.4-3. Foam fractional flow cunre ât u¡= 1.O2 ft/day: at the given
lnJection condltlon lfg= 0.721, there ls only one solution ¡n the weak-
foam state.
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Fig. 4-4 shows the saturation profile predicted by the fractional flow curve

(Fig. 4-4a; cf., Fig.4-3) compared with the simulation results in Kam et al.'s

l2OO4l study (Fig. a-ab). Although the simulation results with 25 grid blocks

show some numerical dispersion, not only the average velocity of the foam

front but also the saturation behind the shock is well captured by the

fractional flow solution. Simulations at much finer grid system, in fact, show

good agreement between the two, including the behaviours at the shock and

spreading víaves (not shown). Because the fractional flow theory offers an

analytical solution, it is not affected by the numerical dispersion.

Fig. 4-5 shows the foam texture predicted by the fractional flow curve (Fig. a-

5a; cf., Fig. a-3) compared with that in the simulation study (Fig. a-sb). The

scales in the y-axes are identical for comparison. Foam texture behind the

shock in the fractional flow solution is in good agreement with that in the

simulation. It should be noted that the peak in nr in the simulation is caused

by the dynamic nature of lamella creation and coalescence as gas and

surfactant solution enter the next grid block in fully mechanistic foam

simulations. This study does not intend to fit such dynamic mechanisms, nor

is the fractional flow theory capable of handling such transient behaviours. In

other words, the fractiona,l flow solution is a quasi-static model assuming that

the system reaches local equilibrium states instantaneously during the flow of

gas and surfactant solution. It should also be pointed out that the magnitude

of the peaks and the width of leading-edge of foam front in the dynamic

simulation depend strongly on the numerical artefact such as grid-block size

and time step.

Fig. 4-6 shows the pressure profile from the fractional flow curve (Fig. 4-6a;

cf., Fig.4-3) compared with that in the simulation study (Fig. a-6b). They are

in good agreement. In comparison with the case of gas-water displacement (cf,

Fig. 4-2), there is a slight increase in the pressure gradient resulting from the

propagation of weak foam in the media
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Ftg. 4-5. Comparison betwecn (af fractlonal flow solution
and (bl simulation [Kam et ø,l., 2OO4l ln terms of foam
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Fig. 4-6. Comparison between lal fractional flow
solution and (bl simulation [Kam et al., 2OO4l in
terms of pressure proflle at ut = l.O2 ftlday and f. -
o.72 lcf., Ftg. 4-3f .
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Fig. 4-7 shows the fractional flow curves in simultaneous injection of gas and

surfactant solution at ut= 8.31 ft/day, approúmately 8.15 times higher than

that in Fig. 4-3. The formation of strong foam at high ut reduces S*

significantly and, as a result, three different foam states appear in a narrower

range of f* (i.e., 0.032 4 f* < 0.16). Similar strange-shaped fractional flow

curves were observed a¡rd studied by others [Kibodeaux and Rossen, 1997;

Wassmuth et al.,2OOI; Rossen and Bruining,2OO4l.Injected foam quality of f,

= O.72, as shown by the horizontal dashed line in Fig.4-7, has only one

intersection ("J" in Fig. 4-71 with the fractional flow curve. Such a change in

the fractional flow curve is consistent with edsting knowledge in that

coreflooding experiments at sufficiently high injection velocities result in
strong foam propagation. Similar to the case in Fig. 4-3, the use of n¡"* makes

the curve shift slightly to higher S*. It is worth noting that the almost vertical

part of the fractional flow curve (i.e., O.O32 q f* . 0.10 near S*') corresponds to

strong foam in the high-quality regime in which foam stability is governed by

bubble coalescence and n¡ is always less than nr."*. When fï reaches 0.10

approximately, n¡ reaches nd"ã and foam rheologr starts to be dominated by

bubble trapping and mobilization, which is typical of strong foam in the low-

quality regime. This implies that the shock wave from "1" to "J" in the presence

of strong foam in Fig. 4-7 has foam texture of n¡-o right behind the foam front.

Fig. 4-7 also explains why foam generation is more difficult with drier foam.

Although fe= O.72 corresponds to strong-foam propagation, higher f* can lead

to weak-foam propagation.

Fig. 4-8 compares the saturation profile for strong foam from the fractional

flow curves with that in the simulation. Both results consistently show that

the water saturation behind the shock is approximately at S* = 0.075. The

location of displacement front is a,lso well captured even though the front in

the simulation tends to spread out slightly due to numerical dispersion.

Fig. 4-9 shows the change in foam texture. As shown in Fig. 4-7, tl:'e initial

condition is followed by a shock which is identical to the injection condition.

Further, the conditions behind the shock fall into the strong-foam state in the

low-quality regime and thus rrr = ndnd. Both the fractional flow solution and

simulation results show consistency in that nr = 0 ahead of the shock and nr =

nf'* behind the shock.
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Fig. 4-10 is the comparison between the fractional flow solution and

simulation in terms of the pressure profile. Both results show good agreement.

Note that the pressure gradient of strong foam in Fig. 4-1O is more than 3000

times higher than that of weak foam in Fig. 4-6, which results from the

increase of foam texture by more than five orders of magnitude (cf., Figs. 4-5

and 4-9).
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Flg. 4-7. Foam fractlonal flow cunre at ut = 8.31 ftlday: at the givcn
injectlon condition lfe, = O.72), there ls only one solution in the
strong-foam state.
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Ftg. 4-8. Comparison between (af fractional flow solution
and lbl simulation [Kam et ø,l., 2OO4l in terms of
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Fig. 4-1O. Comparison between (af fractlonal flow solution
and (bf simulatlon [Kam et øL, 2OO4l in terms of pressure
proflle at ut = 8.31 ftlday and fs = O.72 lct, Fig. a-71.
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Fig. 4-11 shows the fractional flow curves at intermediate injection velocities of

ut at 2.91 arLd 4.91 ft/day, in between those in weak-foam (cf., Fig. 4-3) and

strong-foan þf., Fig. a-7. At the given injection foam quality, both cases

exhibit triple solutions: "Jr" and "Js" for weak- and strong-foam states arrd "Jz"

in intermediate foam state. It should be noted that not all three graphical

solutions ("Jr", "Jr", and "Js") as shown in Fig. 4-I7 are physically meaningful

due to two reasons: firstly, the stability analysis shows that, at fixed ut and f.

foam displacement, the intermediate state is unstable and thus the system

spontaneously moves towards either weak-foam or strong-foam state lKam et

al.,2OO4l. Therefore "Jz" iÍr Fig. 4-11 cannot be the solution. Secondly, any

portion that has a negative slope along the fractional flow curve (i.e., df*/dS* <

0) is mathematically true but physically invalid [Rossen and Bruining,2OO4]

and, as a result, should not be accounted for in the fractional flow solutions.

The former is the constraint specifically associated with the stability of

dynamic foam displacements and the latter comes from the instability of the

fractional flow analysis.

Fig. 4-1la is the case that the slope, df;/ds*, àtuJt" is very close to infinity,

though still positive, such that a slight increase in ut makes the slope

negative. Therefore, "Jr" in this case can be a solution leading to weak-foam

propagation. Fig. 4-lla also shows that there is another solution at low S*,

resulting in strong foam. Additional computer simulations performed in this

study, similar to Kam et al. [2OO4l, show that the final solution strongly

depends on the initial condition of the core (not shown). When the core is

initially saturated with water in the absence of foam (cf., "1" in Fig. 4-11a), the

simulation leads to weak foam at steady state. In contrast, when the initial

condition is close to the strong-foam state with fine foam texture at low S-, the

simulation predicts strong foam at steady state. The fractional flow curve in

Fig. 4-1la shows that both are equally achievable.

Fig. 4-11b shows that further increase in ut causes the slope at "Jt" to be

negative. As a result, there is only one solution available, shown by "Je". It is
clear that, if the injection velocity increased in a stepwise manner, foam

generation would occur between Figs.4-1la and 4-11b in actual laboratory

coreflood experiments.
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Fig. 4-11. Fractional flow curves at two intermediate values
of ut: (af ut = 2.9L ftlilay and (bl ut = 4.91 ftlday. Not all
points that lntersect the fractlonal flow curves are the
actual solutlons.
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îig.4-12 shows the pressure profiles for the two cases shown in Fig. 4-11. As

expected, sweep effìciency is greatly enhanced by the transition from weak-

foam to strong-foam states. Fig. 4-13 shows the corresponding change in foam

texture.

Fig. 4-14 shows a series of fractional flow curves in a wide range of injection

velocities. Each figure consists of the fractional flow curves without and with

n¡nü constraint (í.e., dotted lines with circular symbols and solid lines with

triangular symbols, respectively). The tendency of strong foam at high ut (Figs.

4-14c through 4-I4f) and weak foam at low ut (Figs. 4-l4a and 4-14b) at fixed

f, agrees well with the theory of foam generation. Fig. 4-14 also depicts how to

explain the hysteresis in foam-generation experiments: the transition from

weak-foam to strong-foam state would happen between (b) and (c) but the

transition from strong-foam to weak-foam state would not occur even in Fig.

4-14a. However, oncê r-lt is reduced significantly as shown in Fig. 4-3, foam

coalescence can be observed. As a result, the transition from weak-foam to

strong-foam state takes place at a higher ut than the transition from strong-

foam to weak-foam state.

Fig. 4-15 shows a 3D surface of fractional flow curves constructed from Figs.

4-3, 4-7 and 4-14 with ut in z-axis. The portion that corresponds to nr > nt'nã

is disca¡ded. Construction of a 3D surface enables us to obtain a foam

fractional flow curve at any particular ut by slicing the surface along the

horizontal plane.

In many foam applications, the steady-state pressure gradient is of great

importance prior to the design of lab-scale and field-scale treatments. Fig. 4-

16 shows the behavioural trend of pressure gradient at six different ut values

studied in Figs. 4-3, 4-7 and 4-I4. As shown in Fig. 4-17 , one can construct

similar 3D surface with f*, rlt, and steady-state Vp in x-, y-, and z-axes,

respectively. This 3D surface provides a means of conveniently relating u¡ and

f, to Vp.

The results in Fig. 4-3 through 4-17 show that the shape of fractional flow

curves, displacement efTiciency, and foam rheologr are altered significantly

when ut changes by about 8.15 times (from ut = 1.02 ft/day in Fig. 4-3 to u, =

8.31 ft/day in Fig. 4-71. Quantitative description of the mechanisms of foam

propagation in porous media ca¡rnot be obtained without having OtoO:;
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mechanistic foam functions. It is also important to note that the key to the

mechanistic description of foam behaviour is foam texture fcf., Eq. (3-7)] that
results from the mechanisms of lamella creation and coalescence [cf,, Eqs. (3-

5) and (3-6)l .
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Fig. 4-12. Saturation prof¡les at two intermediate values of
ut: (af ut = 2.91 ftlday and (b) ât u¡ = 4.91 ftlday.
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Fig. 4-13. Foam texture proflles at two intermediate
values of ut: (af ut = 2.91 ftlday and (bf ut = 4.91 ftlday.
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Fig. 4-14. Change in fractional flow cufles as a function of
ut: (af ru¡= 1.72 îtlday (bf ut = 2.9L ft/day.
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Fig. 4-14. Change ln fractional flow currtes aa a function of
ut (continuedl: (cf ut = 4.2 ftlday (df ut = 4.91 ftlday.
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Fig. 4-14. Change in fractlonal flow cur¡/es as a function of
ut(continuedl: (ef ut= 5.89 ftlìIay (0 u.= 6.37 ftld,ay.
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Ftg. 4-15. Three dlmenslonal aurface of fractlonal flow
curves at different values of total lniection rate lutl.
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Fig. 4-16. Pressure gradient as a functlon of ut: (af ut = 1.O2
ltld,sy (bf ut = L.72 ftlday.
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Ftg. 4-16. Pressure gradient aa a functlon of ut
(continuedf: (cf ut = 2.91 ftlday (df ut = 4.91 ftlilay.
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îig. 4-L7. Three dimensional representation of pressure gradient at
different values of total inJection rate (utf .
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One extreme case of foam application in porous media is gas injection into

\Mater-saturated porous media in which the injection condition is f*=0.

Previous studies [Kibodeaux and Rossen, 1997; Wassmuth et al., 2OOI;

Rossen and Bruining, 2OO4l show that the prediction of foam displacement

during gas injection is very challenging because the mechanism seems to be

hinged on the x-axis (í.e., f*=0).

Figs. 4-18 and 4-19 show examples of such cases ât u¡ = 5.89 ft/day. Note

that this injection condition corresponds to (S*, f*) = (O.O4, 0.O). In Fig. 4-L8,

the initial condition is followed by a shock and spreading waves, leading to

weak-foam state that provides a moderate reduction in gas mobility and water

saturation. Fig. 4-19 shows the formation of strong foam (with a significant

reduction in gas mobility and water saturation near S*.) after the shock which

is followed by the jump at the same S* to reach the constant state of IJ. There

are very slowly moving spreading \Maves between the injection condition (J)

and the constant state (IJ).

It should be noted that the success of the entire foam application during gas

injection relies on the condition after the shock. To make this point clear, the

value of Csf C" is kept the same, but the dynamic parameter, C", is selected O. 1

and 10 in Figs. 4-2Oa and 4-2Ob respectively. The numbers in the figures

represent the pore volume injected. At the time of breakthrough, the weak

foarn (cf., Fig. 4-18) sweeps about 4O%o and, in contrast, the strong foarn (cf.,

Fig. a-19) sweeps more than 92o/oof the porous media. Large value of C" (also

meaning large value of C* if Cs/C. is fixed) indicates active lamella creation and

coalescence. Figs. 4-18 through 4-2O clearly show that among many possible

solutions predicted by the fractional flow method, dynamics of foam rheologr

in porous media can be another parameter to determine actual displacement

process.
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Fig. 4-18. Constnrction of fractional flow solution during gas
ínjection (ut = 5.89 ftldayl - weak foam propagatlon at C. value
of O.1 (Numbers on the rlght-hand side show possible number of
solutlons at fixed-f- lnJection conditionsf.
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Fig. 4-19. Constructlon of fractlonal flow solution during gas
inJection (ut = 5.89 ftldayf - strong foam propagatlon at C" value of
10. (Numbers on the right-hand side show possible number of
solutions at fixed-f* inJection conditionsf.
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Chapter 4 - Results a¡¡d Discussions

Fig. 4-2O. Saturation profïles of the two different
solutions to the cases shown ln Figs. 4-18 and a-19: (al
weak-foam propagation and lbl strong-foam
propagation.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Future Work

5. Conclusions and Future Ìüork

5.1. Conclusions

Based on the findings explained in the earlier sections, one can summarize

this study with the following conclusions:

1. Fractional flow curves \Ã/ere constructed incorporating mechanistic

descriptions of foam rheologr in porous media. The solution shows

quantitatively how the shape of fractional flow curve changes with injection

velocity: a weak-foam state is obtained at low injection velocity and a
strong-foam is achieved at high injection velocit5r, which is in good

agreement with the previous experimental studies. In between these two

cases, there is a range of injection velocities in which the kinetics of lamella

creation and coalescence governs the nature of foam propagation. Upon the

construction of fractional flow curves, not all parts of the curves were valid

and thus the solutions for physically invalid portions should be eliminated.

2. Fractional flow cun/es were analyzed in terms of water saturation, foam

texture and pressure profile. The results were compared with simulation

results for weak and strong foams. As expected, there was good consistency

between analytical and numerical solutions, which proves the role of

fractional flow theory to guide simulation studies. The peaks in foam

texture at the leading edge of foam bank in the simulations, which do not

appear in the fractional flow solutions, reflect complicated dynamics of foam

physics in porous media. Because the fractional flow method assumes local

steady state, this discrepancy, believed to be dependent upon grid-block

a¡rd time-step sizes in numerical calculations, is not of importance in this

study.

3. Mechanistic foam functions make it possible to keep track of the effect of

injection velocities on foam propagation. Results are presented by a

fractional flow surface in a three-dimensional space with total injection

velocity in z-axis and water saturation and fractional flow in x- a¡rd y-axes

respectively. The fractional flow curve at a specific value of injection velocity

is no other than the slice of a three-dimensional surface parallel to the x-y

plane. Constructing a three-dimensional fractional flow surface is believed
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to be a convenient method to analyze velocity-dependent displacement

process, as is the case with foam.

4. With the methodologr developed in this study, it is possible to bring the

foam fractional flow methods to more complicated situations such as gas

injection, surfactant-alternating-gas (SAG) process, and foam displacement

at very dry conditions in which the kinetics of abrupt lamella coalescence

near the limiting capillary pressure plays a key role. The fractional flow

theory is capable of providing mathematically reliable and robust solutions

in these applications that often fail due to the instability and divergence

near the singularity in the simulations.

5.2. Future work

The following aspects should be further investigated in line with this study:

1. The comparison between the simulation and fractional flow solutions in this

study does not cover the case of strong foam in the high-quality regime.

This is mainly due to the fact that foams in the high-quality regime are very

sensitive to changes in P", and the drastic change in foam mobility within a
very narrow range of S* causes a singularity, resulting in instability and

divergence of numerical simulation. This issue deserves further study.

Building a mechanistic foam simulator that can handle foam behaviour

near S*. should be a prerequisite.

2. The foam modelling and simulation technique introduced in this study

should be extended to multi-dimensional space to guide field applications.

Fractional flow theory can be used to predict steady-state foam behaviour in

two-dimensional space which can serve as a basis for foam simulation in

two- or three-dimensional space.

3. In many laboratory and field applications, gas phase is injected at fixed

pressure while liquid phase is injected at fixed rate. As a result, the

solutions to fractional flow curves at fixed-rate injection may not be relevant

to the case of fixed-pressure injection because of the catastrophic nature of

foam rheologr in porous media. The continuity equation should be revisited

to understand the implications of fixed-pressure boundary conditions.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Future Work

4. The presence of oil can significantly distort some of the results observed in

this study. Charactefizalion of different types of oil and their effects on foam

rheologr in porous media is worth investigating. The effect of oil on foam

mechanisms should be incorporated into mechanistic foam-simulation

technique for field applications. The fractional flow theory is a useful tool to

analyse displacement process, even in the presence of oil, as long as a local

steady state is obtained instantaneously.
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Appendix A: Algoríthm for constructing fractional
flow curyes

1. Speci$r total superficial velocity (ut). Starting with the lowest possible

number, a value for water superficial velocity (u*) is selected. Note that ug =

lft - l.lw.

2. Assume values for water saturation (Sr) between 0 and 1.

3. Determine water relative permeability (k'*) from

| .9575

k * = 0.7888

4. Determine pressure gradient (Vp) from Y p =
U*/l .
kk*

s. carculate foam texture (nr) from ", =(})rs" -.s;)',s *(yp)'

6. Determine gas relative permeabilitSz in absence of foam (k e0) from

2.2868

k 0 1-,S. -,Ss"

l-^S." -,Ss,
rg

7. Calculate gas velocity in absence of foam (u*o) from uro =ü!
ps

8. Assume a value for u, and calculate a new u, from

kk ovp
7t:-' g calculated c¡'¡ //U3

,/ u g orru^"d

ll

þr*

This calculation can be repeated until ur carculated and u, assumed values

converge. This value is recorded as gas velocity in presence of foam (ufl.

The calculation for u*r uses a subroutine within the Excel spreadsheet

which has been explained in Appendix B
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9. Calculate water fractional flow (f*) from .f*:

10. Select the sets of (S*, f*) giving urr in step 8 equal to uu in step 1

11. Increase the value of u* in step 1 and repeat steps 1 through 1O to obtain

another set of (S*, f*) values.

12. Continue step 1 1 for a wide range of u*'s (i.e., O < u* < ut)

13. Plot the fractional flow curve using calculated outcomes

4.1. Steps for genêrating the saturation profile

A saturation profile is a plot of dimensionless distance (on x-axis) against

water saturation (on y-axis). Such a plot allows one to track the movement of

the floodfront from the injector to the producer. The following steps describe

the manner in which the saturation profiles were generated:

1. Draw a straight line from the initial condition "I" to the fractional flow curve.

In this study, the initial condition in all cases is a core IOOo/o saturated with
surfactant solution.

2. Identiff the point of tangency of the straight line to the curve. This is the

position of the shockfront or the leading edge of the front. S*¡ and f*r give

the corresponding saturation a¡rd water fractional flows at this point

respectively. Calculate graphically the slope of the tangent as df*r/dS*r.

This gives the dimensionless velocity of the wave at the shockfront.

3. The part of the curve between (S-r, f*r) and the injection condition "J" is the

spreading wave. Choose a number of saturation points between (S*r, f*r) and

"J" and draw tangents to each of these selected saturation points. The

slopes of these tangents give the velocities of the waves at each of these

saturations.

4. Similarly, calculate the velocity of the wave at the injection point.

5. Calculate dimensionless distance (xo) from the equation
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xD = trxv (A-1)

where to is the time in pore volumes injected and v is the velocit5r at

different saturations as calculated in steps 2,3 and 4.

6. Plot the calculated xD values on x-axis and the corresponding water

saturations on y-axis to obtain the saturation profile.

4.2. Steps for generating the foam texture profile

1. Read the values of nr from the Excel spreadsheet corresponding to S. value

at the shockfront, at the points chosen along the spreading wave, and at the

injection point.

2. PIot the xp values calculated from the saturation profile on the x-axis

against the corresponding nr values on the y-axis to obtain the foam texture

profile.

4.3. Steps for generating the pressure profÏle

1. Read the Vp values from the Excel spreadsheet corresponding to the chosen

S* values.

2.Calculate the pressure at each saturation using the following finite

difference equation

p¡=p¡-t*[¡"Vp,] ,I=1toN (A-2)

where Ax is the grid block size in x-axis and N is the total number of grids

along x-direction.

3. Plot the x¡ values calculated from the saturation profile on the x-axis

against the corresponding pressure values on the y-axis to obtain the

pressure profile.
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Appendix B: Sub-routine for calculating gas

velocity in presence of foam

Function Ugfoam (ugo, K, Krgo, Dp, mugo, Cf, nÐ

ugold = ugo

ugne\M=ugol2
n=0
deviation = O.OO01

Do Until Abs((ugold - ugnew) / ugnew) < deviation

rrgnew = (K * Krgo * Op) I (mugo + ((Cf* n0 * (ugold " (-t / 3))))

If
Abs((ugold - ugnew) / ugnew) < deviation Then

GoTo 10

Else

ugold = (ugnew + 2 * ugold) / 3

End If
n=n*1
If (n > 5OO) Then

Ugfoam = n

GoTo 20

End If

Loop

10 Ugfoam = ugnew

20 End Function
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